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AN EVENING TO INSPIRE
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2nd Annual Sip, Sample & Support event.
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Travel the world without a passport!  Parkinson 
Alberta's Medicine Hat Region is delighted to host our 
inaugural Sip, Sample & Support event.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
Location:  Cypress Club  (218 – 6th Ave SE)
Time:  6:00PM – 11:00PM
Cost:  $65/person
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From the Desk of

THE CEO

WELCOME MESSAGE

The ability to walk, to reach and stretch, to move forward 
is something many of us take for granted.  It’s easy, I think, 
to feel that invincible feeling of “it can’t happen to me; I’m 
too young, I’m too healthy.” But, as with the act of aging 
itself, these things just happen.  No one ever plans to 
get hurt or sick, or be diagnosed with Parkinson disease.  
Suddenly the ability to reach into a cupboard, to put on 
your coat, or go for a walk is not something you can take 
for granted anymore. The ability to move forward can 
become compromised unless we put in the time and 
effort required to make that motion a reality.

In this issue we focus on just that…movement, motion 
and moving forward.

In addition to benefits to one’s overall health; did you know 
research indicates that people with Parkinson disease who 
exercise at least twice a week experience fewer symptoms?  
Our cover story (page 6) – Get Moving, Keep Moving, 
delves into the importance of exercise in Parkinson disease 
and can help you get started.  Parkinson Alberta offers a 
range of programs designed to keep people moving, to 
keep people strong and active including a new-to-the-
Parkinson’s-scene, but historied, activity…Nordic Walking 
(page 12).  

At Parkinson Alberta the ability to not only move, but enjoy 
movement is something we are keen to promote, share and 
celebrate.  There is no truer example of this than our annual 
Parkinson Step ‘n Stride.  Every September over a thousand 
individuals from Alberta (and even Saskatchewan, British 
Columbia and North West Territories) gather to not only 
raise funds and awareness, but to celebrate movement 
and forward motion in the face of Parkinson disease.  We 
encourage you to become a part of this important event 
(page 14).  You can register yourself or your team for the 
2015 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride online or via your 
regional Parkinson Alberta Office.  Don’t have your own 
team? Join TEAM ALBERTA – we’d love to have you on 
board!  Can’t make it out to one of our nine events?  We’ve 
made it easy for you to pledge another individual or Team 
(page 20). Stepping forward to make a difference has 
never been this easy!

Finally, in regards to moving forward, I’d like to take this 
opportunity to provide you with an update of note. As 
many of you may be aware in 2012 Parkinson Alberta made 

the decision to disaffiliate from the national organization, 
Parkinson Society Canada (PSC). And while there were 
some who disagreed with the decision, the majority of 
our members, supporters and volunteers were in support 
of the decision that resulted in 100% of all funds raised 
staying in Alberta to benefit Albertans.

This isn’t to say there haven’t been a few uphill battles.  
PSC has continued to solicit funds from Albertans via a 
mail-out solicitation campaign and the presence of their 
own branded walk. And while everyone has the freedom 
to choose where their money is directed, it is important to 
be aware of the facts.  

First and foremost despite statements to the contrary, 
Parkinson Alberta is the only non-profit organization in 
Alberta providing direct support services, programming 
and education. Second, Parkinson Alberta does fund 
research initiatives via the Research Committee we 
established back in 2013 after our attempts to contribute 
to PSC’s research fund were declined. And third, we’ve 
spent the intervening years fending off various legal 
battles from PSC including one regarding the use of the 
words “Parkinson” and “Alberta”.

Despite the animosity, we have kept moving forward.  We 
have continued to do what we set out to do over 40 years 
ago...to ensure that no Albertan has to face Parkinson’s 
alone.  And we are succeeding!  In 2014, we experienced a 
52% increase in the number of clients we were connecting 
with.  We expanded our programming and educational 
opportunities as well as our reach into other Alberta 
communities. We are moving forward and making an 
impact every day. And others are noticing and have 
decided to follow suit—on July 1st of this year Parkinson 
Quebec made the decision to disaffiliate as well; and there 
are indications that others may follow.

Moving forward can be challenging. But when Albertans 
stand together, speak up together and engage together 
we will find ourselves moving forward towards an even 
brighter future.  See you at Step ‘n Stride! 
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Marvin Ebens

Ilove my job…I feel so privileged that I am able to teach yoga and meditation full time and get to work with some 
amazing individuals on a daily basis.  However, sometimes a class comes along and teaches me more than I could ever 
teach them and touches my heart deeply.  This is the case with my class at Parkinson Alberta.

The courage, resilience, hard work and positive attitudes of the men and women who consistently show up despite 
the obstacles they must overcome, demonstrates that if there is a will, there is a way.  I am always humbled that they 
come to my class.  Did you know that one of the winners of the Amazing Race has Parkinson disease?  This fact not 
only gives me inspiration, it reinforces that anything is truly possible!

Parkinson disease is a neurodegenerative disease that robs people of their motor functions due to the death of the 
cells that normally produce dopamine. It is a movement disorder. Some of the symptoms of Parkinson are fatigue, 
sleep disturbances, constipation and problems with hand writing. Also, the voice can become quiet like a whisper; 
movement becomes small, more like a shuffle; smiles become nonexistent; and tremors shake parts of the body.  
And then there are the emotional concerns of stress, anxiety and depression.  Medical treatment is used to help 
with some of the symptoms and it is also strongly recommended that physical activity is consistently done. Yoga is 
an amazing complementary therapy for movement disorders as it exercises both body and mind, provides a way to 
fight back against the disorder and creates an opportunity for fellowship and social support.

The weekly yoga class at Parkinson Alberta focuses on ways to help with movement, balance, breathing, strength 
and emotional wellbeing.  Big movements are done to keep the body limber and to help with day to day tasks 
of getting dressed, brushing teeth and putting on shoes.  Balance is practiced, as it is an everyday challenge for 
people with Parkinson’s.  Deep breathing and working with different breathing exercises help with projecting the 

If you would like to share your story, please email 
communications@parkinsonalberta.ca or talk to 
your regional Client Services Coordinator.

MY STORY

YOGA FOR PARKINSON’S… 

I Love My Job!
By:  Michelle Dionne-Nisbet

Michelle Dionne-Nisbet is a Sherwood Park-based 
Yoga instructor.  She is 500 Hr Yoga For Today and Yoga 
Alliance Certified, Gentle and Restorative Certified, Kids 
Yoga Certified, Prenatal Certified, Certified Meditation 
Instructor and Yoga Therapist. 

voice and keeping the lungs functioning at their best.  
Building strength helps with stamina.  And a relaxing 
guided meditation at the beginning of the class sets 
the stage for a mindful practice where stress and worry 
are encouraged to take a back seat.  Together, the class 
meets challenges with humor, compassion and focus. 
They refuse to let Parkinson’s get the better of them, 
they continue to show up in their lives and live! They 
are my teachers!

The difference I see from doing yoga these past few 
months with these individuals is astounding.  Arms are 
above the head and big smiles are visible…I truly have 
the best job in the world and I am so blessed!
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ASK THE EXPERTS

EXPERTS
Ask the Parkinson Alberta has gathered an exemplary team of experts to answer 

your PD questions in a feature on our website aptly named “Ask the 
Experts”.  Our experts address questions on everything from symptoms 
and treatments, to medications and research, to alternative therapies. 

Question: Is there any hurry to try PD drugs if one is 
having symptoms but not ready for the diagnosis?  Also 
is exercise and diet effective at holding PD at bay for a 
while?

Answer: The diagnosis of Parkinson disease is based on 
a patient's history, detailed neurological examination 
and response to medication.  Medications used to treat 
Parkinson's are symptomatic (ie: reduce symptoms) but 
are not disease-modifying.  As a result, there is no need to 
"hurry" to initiate treatment, but rather medications should 
be prescribed when patients are functionally impaired by 
their symptoms.

Regular exercise and a healthy, balanced diet are strongly 
recommended for patients with PD.  An exercise program 
has many benefits for both motor and non-motor 
symptoms of PD.  Recent studies in animal models of PD 
have shown that exercise may have some neuroprotective 
effects.  Exercise in PD is under intense investigation in 
human clinical trials.

Question: I have significant gait issues.  I run into 
doorways, trip, easily tire during ambulation and look 
like a drunk when walking.  I fatigue very easily.  Should I 
see a movement specialist or PT?  My current neurologist 
has told me to walk more and take my pills.  Help.

Answer: It is important to take your medications on time 
and as prescribed by your neurologist along with practicing 
your walking daily.  A physical therapist (PT) with experience 
in treating PD can assess your walking and determine 
what components of gait are causing the problems you 
are experiencing.  Some of the components we look at are: 
range of motion, strength, balance, coordination, rigidity 
(stiffness), bradykinesia (slowness), posture, proprioception 
and visual neglect.  Recommendations, exercises, and/or 

treatments to address those impairments can be started.  
A variety of walking strategies or cueing techniques to 
improve walking pattern, speed, step length, arm swing, 
and toe clearance may be taught.  Researched treatments 
for PD like LSVT BIG, Nordic walking, treadmill training, etc. 
may also be helpful.  Education on fall prevention and 
the use of walking aids like canes and walkers might be 
considered.

If you or your PT think that your PD medication is not 
optimized, then a consult to a neurologist who specializes 
in movement disorders could be beneficial. 

If you have a question you would like to ask, visit us online at: parkinsonalberta.ca/ask-the-experts

Monday to Friday
8:30 am till 4:30 pm
Free from anywhere in Alberta

Don’t live alone with 
Parkinson disease.

We can help.

All you have to do is 
start the conversation.
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and constipation issues.  In regards to the possibility 
of slowing down the progression of Parkinson’s, new 
research suggests exercise may offer neuroprotection; 
which could potentially slow the progression of 
Parkinson’s in the brain.

While there are many different kinds of exercises; there 
are three basic types of exercise.  The three types of 
exercise are aerobic, anaerobic and, flexibility and 
balance.

Aerobic or cardiovascular exercise is any type of 
exercise that raises one’s heart rate to a Target Heart Rate 
(find out how on page 9). Aerobic exercise improves 
and strengthens one’s heart, lungs and circulation; it 
can also help people lose weight and reduce the onset 
of some diseases (ie: diabetes, heart disease, etc).  Some 
of the most common types of aerobic exercise include 
running, walking, bicycling, and dancing, but can 
also include swimming, skating, tennis, or any type of 
exercise that raises one’s heart rate. 

Anaerobic or strength training exercise helps 
make one stronger and increases a persons’ endurance.  
Anaerobic exercise provides significant functional 
benefits including increased bone, muscle, tendon 
and ligament strength and endurance.  It can also help 
improve joint function, reduce one’s potential for injury 
and help decrease the risk of osteoporosis.  Common 
types of anaerobic exercises include the use of weights, 
strength bands, sit-ups and push-ups.

COVER STORY

The Importance of Exercise in Parkinson’s
GET MOVING, KEEP MOVING

Exercise is important for everyone.  For millennia, 
medical evidence has provided overwhelming 
support for the benefits exercise provides.  In ancient 

China (2500-250 BC), for example, philosophical teachings 
encouraged participation in regular physical activity as 
well as noting that inactivity was associated with certain 
disease1.   Today exercise is recommended as part of most 
daily routines for all people and for almost every condition 
from depression to arthritis to Parkinson disease.  In fact, 
for people with Parkinson disease, exercise is even more 
important.   

Research indicates people with Parkinson’s can benefit 
from exercise in one, possibly two ways.  The first 
benefit is symptom management, and the second is 
the possibility of slowing down the progression of the 
disease.

In regards to symptom management, research shows 
regular exercise can improve many aspects of the 
physical decline of Parkinson’s such as gait, balance, 
tremor, flexibility, and motor coordination.  And, it’s not 
just the physical, motor symptoms of Parkinson’s that 
benefit from exercise.  Studies show regular exercise 
reduces stress, anxiety and feelings of depression.  It 
can also have a positive effect on cognitive, sleep 
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COVER STORY

Flexibility and balance exercises enable a 
person to continue stay limber and enjoy a greater range 
of motion.  Flexibility and balance exercises stretch your 
muscles, improve balance and can help prevent falls. 
Flexibility and balance exercises can range from simple, 
seated stretches to yoga, tai chi, martial arts, and many 
forms of dance.

A combination of all three types of exercise is best for 
overall health and well-being.

WHEN SHOULD I BEGIN?

Experts recommend that people with Parkinson disease, 
particularly young onset and/or those in the early stages, 
exercise with intensity for as long as possible, as often as 
possible.  In fact, the sooner after diagnosis you begin 
exercising, the greater your physical reserve and self-
motivation are likely to be.  As the disease progresses it 
can become more difficult for a person with Parkinson’s 
to find the motivation to begin – especially if apathy sets 
in.  Signing up for a group program/class or enlisting a 
“fitness buddy” can help get and/or keep one motivated 
and hopefully make one’s exercise experience more fun 
in the process.

 
WHAT SHOULD I DO?

For people living with Parkinson disease (or any 
mobility issue for that matter) oftentimes the thought 
of engaging in exercise can be intimidating.  There are 

a lot of options and it is not always clear which ones 
are safe or who to turn to for advice.  Before starting 
any exercise program it is always a good idea to talk to 
your doctor or neurologist as they are familiar with your 
medical history and can help provide guidance on what 
options may be best for you.  Your doctor (or Parkinson 
Alberta Client Services Coordinator) may also suggest 
speaking with a physiotherapist.  A physiotherapist is a 
specialist in treating mobility issues; he/she can perform 
an assessment and provide specific advice tailored 
specifically for your needs.  When possible, it is best to 
see a physiotherapist who has had special training and/
or experience with Parkinson disease.

So what exercise option is right for you?  With input 
from your health care provider, that is entirely up to you.  
Some people like to find one thing and stick to it; while 
others like to engage in a variety of options.  Oftentimes 
with exercise programs if it becomes too easy or too 
boring a person can find themselves less inclined to 
take part.  It is key to find something that is not only 
beneficial, but fun to do!

 In conjunction with physiotherapists and others familiar 

continued...
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COVER STORY

with Parkinson disease, Parkinson Alberta offers a wide-
range of exercise opportunities across the province.  To 
find out where and when these programs are available 
please visit your Regional section of our website at 
www.parkinsonalberta.ca

 » PD & Dance

 » PD & Tai Chi

 » PD & Walking

 » PD & Yoga

 » Pole Walking

 » PWR! Maintenance

 » PWR! Moves

 » Steady & Go! Balance and Mobility

 » …and more to come this Fall 

FIVE TIPS TO KEEP IN MIND

1. Start slow and work your way up  
This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t put in solid effort, but if you overdo it you could 
seriously hurt yourself. 

2. Mix it up  
 If you find yourself becoming bored or uninterested try something new.  
Try yoga or an aqua class, or simply take a new walking path!

3. Everything is better with a friend (or friends) 
 Keep motivated by exercising with a friend/loved one or in a group setting!

4. Raise a glass (or exercise friendly water bottle) 
Staying hydrated is imperative when undertaking any exercise regime.

5. People with Parkinson’s who exercise do better than 
those who don’t.

1 The History of Fitness – Lance C. Dalleck, MS & Len Kravitz, PhD – University of New Mexico (2002)
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GET MOVING, KEEP MOVING

ON TARGET...TRACKING YOUR HEART RATE 
WHEN EXERCISING

When you are exercising it can sometimes be difficult to determine if you are doing too much or not enough.  
An easy way to make that determination is by monitoring your heart rate (pulse) to see if you are hitting 
your Target Heart Rate.  While there are many monitors that can be purchased or are often part of a piece 

of exercise equipment; it can be a helpful tool to know how to calculate this for yourself.

Before you begin it is good to be aware of your resting 
heart rate.  To do this rest quietly for 10 minutes, then 
gently place two fingers (not your thumb) on the inside 
of your wrist.  Count the beats for 30 seconds and 
double this number (or ten seconds and multiply by six) 
to get your beats per minute (bpm).

To calculate your Target Heart Rate, subtract your age 
from 220.  This is the maximum number of times your 
heart can beat in one minute.  This number is then 
multiplied by the percentage of your maximum heart 
rate that you want to exercise.  If you are just starting 
out, it is best to consider aiming for a lower target of 
between 50 – 65% and gradually work your way up.

For example, if you are 63 years old: 
220-63=157:  This is your maximum heart rate 
If you want to exercise at 55% of your maximum heart 
rate:157x.55=86:  This is your Target Heart Rate

The following chart generalizes age range and indicates Target Heart Rates for both moderate (50-69%) and intense 
(70-less than 90%) physical activity.

You should check your heart rate periodically throughout your exercise routine.  If it is too high, you need to slow 
down…decrease your pace and/or intensity or simply have a rest.  If it is too low, you may want to push yourself a 
little harder.

Keeping your finger “on the pulse” of your exercise program is a great way to stay active, safe and healthy!

Age Target Heart Rate

50% 85%

30 95 162

40 90 153

50 85 145

60 80 136

70 75 128

80 70 119

CAUTION:  It is extremely important to note that if you have 
a heart condition, are taking medications that affect heart rate, 
or are in cardiac rehabilitation it is IMPERATIVE that you consult 
your medical practitioner before starting ANY exercise program, 
as she/he will determine what your target heart rate should be 
and/or whether or not you need to be monitored while engaging 
in physical activity.
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SUMMER’S HERE…BE SUN SMART!

SUMMER’S HERE…BE SUN SMART!

Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of summer are upon us but we all need to be “sun smart” especially those with Parkinson 
disease.

With the temperatures in the upper 20’s and low 30’s dehydration, sleep deprivation and stress can become a serious 
problem for many people with Parkinson disease.  Some of the medications people with Parkinson’s take actually 
make one sweat less. As sweating helps control the body’s internal temperature, this can become an issue in the 
warm summer months.   Additionally, some Parkinson’s medications may affect your sensitivity to heat or interfere 
with the body’s cooling functions or water and salt retention or make your skin more sensitive to ultraviolet radiation 
(UV rays).  Ask your doctor or pharmacist if the medications you are taking increase your health risk in the sun and/or 
can affect your sensitivity to heat.

The Government of Canada’s website suggests these basic sun smart precautions:

DRESS FOR THE WEATHER: wear loose-fitting, light-coloured clothing made from breathable fabric.

STAY HYDRATED: drink plenty of cool liquids, especially water, before you feel thirsty to decrease 
your risk of dehydration.

AVOID SUN EXPOSURE: wear a wide-brimmed, breathable hat or use an umbrella.

WEAR SUNGLASSES: make sure they provide protection against UVA and UVB rays.

LIMIT YOUR TIME IN THE SUN: especially between 11:00 am and 4:00 pm

USE SUNSCREEN: with a Sun Protection Factor of at least 15. The sunscreen should also say "broad-spectrum" on 
the label, to screen out most of the UVA and UVB rays. Remember, sunscreen will protect against the sun’s ultraviolet 
(UV) rays, but not from the heat.

Heat stroke is a medical emergency!  Call 911 or the local emergency number immediately if 
someone has a high body temperature and is either unconscious, confused, or has stopped sweating

Be safe, be sun smart this summer and you will get more enjoyment out of you day, because you know 
that in a few months we’ll be at the other end of the thermometer, wondering when it will warm up.

And be sure to watch for signs of heat illness which include:
 » dizziness or fainting

 » nausea or vomiting

 » headache

 » rapid breathing and heartbeat

 » extreme thirst (dry mouth or sticky saliva) and

 » decreased urination with unusually dark yellow urine

If you experience any of these symptoms during hot weather, immediately move to a cool place and drink 
liquids. Water is best.
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EVENTS
+ updates
UPCOMING EVENTS

5th Annual Shoot for Parkinson’s
The Edmonton Gun Club and Parkinson Alberta are 
once again partnering to put on the 5th Annual Shoot 
for Parkinson’s event on Saturday, August 29.  This event 
“aims” to provide an enjoyable day as well as raising funds 
for Parkinson Alberta. Registration is $125/shooter and 
can be done online at www.edmontongunclub.com

Sip, Sample, Support Fundraiser
Parkinson Alberta is delighted to host our Sip, Sample, 
Support fundraiser in both Medicine Hat on Friday, 
October 23 and Calgary on Saturday, October 24.  Taking 
place at the visually stunning Canadian Sports Hall of 
Fame in Calgary and the Cypress Club in Medicine Hat, 
each event will feature an array of wines and appetizers 
as well as a silent auction all in support of Parkinson's. 
Tickets are $75/person in Calgary and $65/person in 
Medicine Hat and are available online or by calling 
either office.

2015 Flexxaire Parkinson 
Step ‘n Stride

The 2015 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride is only a 
few weeks away! Sign up yourself or your team today 
and Step Forward to Make a Difference at our largest 
fundraising event of the year!  Online registration is 
open at www.parkinsonalberta.ca/stepnstride

2015 SAVE THE DATES

August 28
Parkinson Alberta Charity BBQ 
- Lloydminster 

August 29
5th Annual Shoot for Parkinson’s 
- Edmonton 

September 12 & 13
Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride 
- Province-wide 

September 26 
Parkinson Alberta Bottle Drive  
- Medicine Hat 

October 23 & 24 
Sip, Sample & Support 
- Medicine Hat & Calgary

EVENTS + UPDATES

For more information on our upcoming events, please 
visit our website at www.parkinsonalberta.ca

PA Lloydminster entered a float in the annual Lloydminster 
Parade on July 8 – complete with Members, supporters, 
dancers and a live band!  Following the Parade everyone 
was invited to Neighbours Pub for a charity BBQ raising 
funds for Step ‘n Stride!

PA Medicine Hat and South Country Village partnered to 
host a mini Step ‘n Stride on July 10.  Approximately 35 
people attended.  An ice cream sale was also held with  
over $100 being collected for Step ‘n Stride!

PA Grande Prairie Office was honored to be chosen as 
charity of choice for the La Glace School’s May fundraiser 
– a grilled cheese day where they raised $234.77!  
Congratulations and thank you to all the students, teachers 
and organizers!

For more information on these and other events in your 
Region visit www.parkinsonalberta.ca/in-your-region

PAST EVENTS
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NORDIC WALKING

Nordic walking had its roots in the 1930’s in Finland, 
where it began as summer training method for the 
cross-country ski and biathlon teams.  Canmore, 

Alberta is the home of the Canadian national cross-country 
ski and biathlon teams.  Until winter arrives, these elite 
athletes fly around the streets of Canmore on short skis 
with wheels, propelling themselves with their poles on a 
daily basis.  Their incredible fitness is awe-inspiring.  Indeed, 
cross-country skiers, from an endurance perspective, are 
most often cited as the fittest of all athletes. This is because 
their activity demands that they use almost all of their 
body’s muscles with every stride that they take.

NORDIC WALKING – A PERFECT 
ACTIVITY CHOICE FOR ALL

MANDY JOHNSON

Over the decades, the popularity of Nordic walking 
grew in Europe, especially in the Scandinavian countries.  
Today, upwards of 7 million people worldwide regularly 
Nordic Walk.  Introduced to North America by a 
gentleman named Tom Rutlin in the late 1980’s, Nordic 
walking has been one of Canada’s most fast growing 
fitness trends for the past decade.  It is still relatively 
new to Alberta, but exploding in popularity these past 
few years as Albertans take note and appreciate all the 
activity has to offer.

Walking alone uses about 40% of the body’s muscles. 
Very similar to cross-country skiing, but without the skis, 
walking with specially designed Nordic walking poles 
causes the body to use approximately 90% of all muscles. 
This includes what are usually the underworked and 
weak muscles of the core, namely all of the abdominal 

“I was steered to use walking poles by 
my Parkinson disease physiotherapist 
and I am very pleased that she did.  My 
gait has improved and I have reduced my 
time to complete walks by some 30 – 50%, 
so now I am focused on going greater 
distance. My therapist has recently 
remarked I am no longer shuffling.”  
– Keith
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NORDIC WALKING

muscles, the chest muscles, and the muscles of lower 
and upper back.  Nordic walking also strongly engages 
the shoulder muscles, the upper arm muscles, and 
the forearm muscles. Ponder this:  In Nordic walking 
one kilometer, we take well over 1000 steps and with 
each single step taken, the core muscles contract. Thus 
one kilometer of Nordic walking equals at least 1,000 
abdominal contractions and over 500 contractions of 
the arms, shoulders and upper back muscles. All of this 
muscular involvement means Nordic walkers burn up 
to 46% more calories than walkers.  Armed with this 
information, why would anyone want to walk anywhere 
without poles?

But the list of benefits continues.  Walking with poles, you 
have four points of contact with the ground.  Consider it 
“4-wheel drive for humans” as stability and balance are 
greatly improved, as is traction on snow and ice. This 
gives people much more confidence to walk outside 
on sidewalks, paths, and on uneven trail surfaces. With 
correct pole-walking technique posture is improved.  
Independent peer-reviewed research (available on Pub 
Med) on Nordic walking for persons with Parkinson’s 
has indicated that Nordic walking increases walking 
tolerance, gait speed, and cognitive functioning.  

Dr. Becky Farley, keynote speaker at Parkinson 
Alberta’s Regional Hope Conference in May stressed 
the importance of physical activity for people with 
Parkinson’s.  She emphasized the importance of 
progressive aerobic training and big movements.  Nordic 
walking fits the bill.  Dr. Farley stated that intensive bouts 
of exercise can decrease the need for medication.  She 
went on to add that while medication only works on 
motor symptoms of Parkinson’s, exercise also targets 
mood.  Nordic walking enables people with Parkinson’s 
to walk confidently while experiencing the joy of 
being in the great outdoors. The physical and mental 

benefits of enjoying greenery and scenery; smelling 
the scent of flowers and trees, and hearing birdsong, is 
priceless.   Also priceless is the opportunity to socialize 
and be active with friends and family while engaged in 
the same activity that has so many benefits for all.  It is 
hard to think of an activity that could be more inclusive. 
While poles are perfect for short walks around town or 
in a gym setting, they can also take you to the tops of 
mountains and assist in completing walking events like 
the September 12th & 13th Parkinson Alberta Step ‘n 
Stride or longer marathons.

There is no time like today to get started on a new 
fitness program.  Gather your friends and family to set 
some easily achievable Nordic walking goals.  Follow 
that up with setting some ambitious, adventuresome 
goals, and let the poles help you to get there!   

Happy trails!

 
As the Alberta ambassador for Vancouver-based Urban Poling 
Inc., Mandy is passionate about sharing her love & expertise for this 
health-enhancing activity. As Canada’s largest education centre 
& distributor, their high performance Urban and ACTIVATOR poles 
are found in over 300 stores and have been adopted as a therapy 
& fitness tool by more than 3000 graduates of their training 
programs including diverse healthcare professionals and fitness 
instructors across the country.

“I have noticed an unbelievable change in 
my Parkinson’s clients – their confidence 
increases as soon as they have the poles 
in their hands, they walk taller and 
straighter and it has been a great tool for 
gait retraining in terms of increasing their 
stride and walking tolerance. The best 
part is that they started smiling during 
our sessions!” 

- Jessica Lewgood, Exercise Therapist
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2015 FLEXXAIRE PARKINSON STEP 'N STRIDE

On September 12th and 13th families, friends and communities will come together in the fight against 
Parkinson disease at the 2015 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride.  In fact, by the time you read this we will be 
close to one month away from Parkinson Alberta’s largest fundraising event of the year!  

With no consistent government funding, Parkinson Alberta relies on donations, grants and the funds we raise at 
events like our Step ‘n Stride.  All of the money raised in Alberta stays in Alberta to provide the support, services, and 
educational opportunities that make every day better for those with Parkinson disease and the people who care 
for them.  Funds also go to support the research (provincially, nationally and internationally) essential for ensuring a 
brighter today and tomorrow in Parkinson’s.

And, while raising funds is a large part of the Step ‘n Stride, none of us should overlook the importance of taking the 
opportunity to celebrate movement and exercise in people with Parkinson’s.  The ability to step forward for yourself 
or a loved one who has or had Parkinson’s is a cause for celebration.  To that end we invite you, your families, friends, 
and neighbors to join us, and over a thousand individuals, their families and teams at nine walk locations across 
the province (see back cover) in Stepping Forward to Make a Difference in the lives of people with Parkinson's!  The 
countdown to #StepNStride is on; here are few things you may be interested to know to get you started:

2015 FLEXXAIRE PARKINSON STEP 'N STRIDE 
STEPPING FORWARD TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN PARKINSON’S DISEASE

A New Walk Location

Parkinson Alberta is pleased to welcome our newest Step 'n Stride 
location... CAMROSE! Our Camrose support group decided they 
wanted to get involved and host their own 2015 Step 'n Stride 
event!  They gathered a committee and have been hard at work 
reaching out to sponsors, securing a site and recruiting Walkers!

Online Registration

Parkinson Alberta is pleased to offer an online registration and pledge tracking feature. By 
choosing to register and raise funds online, you help save administration costs and direct 
more funds to support services and research. Paper registration forms are also available at 
www.parkinsonalberta.ca/stepnstride.

Team Alberta

Maybe you've never been to our Step 'n Stride before and are not sure how to get started.  Or maybe you would love 
to participate but physical limitations or distances keep you from participating.  We want you to know that you can still 
be part of Parkinson Alberta's largest fundraising event by joining or pledging Team Alberta.

Our CEO, John Petryshen and Staff are leading the TEAM ALBERTA charge!  You can join John & Staff and step forward 
to make a difference in one of two ways. 

First, you can join John and the Staff on TEAM ALBERTA!  That's right, regardless of where you live in the province, we 
invite you to join our TEAM!  Register to be a part of TEAM ALBERTA today and attend one of our Walks, or start your own 
in your community or neighborhood. 
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2015 FLEXXAIRE PARKINSON STEP 'N STRIDE

Second, if you can't make it out to one of our walks you can make a donation to the TEAM!  Join us today, and let's show 
the Parkinson community that great things can happen when we step forward to make a difference!

Details at www.parkinsonalberta.ca/teamalberta

 
#WhyIWalk Videos

Once again, we are asking past walkers, clients, care partners, families 
and other supporters to create short videos (no longer than 90 seconds 
in length) sharing why you, your family, and/or your team participates 
in Step 'n Stride.  At the time of this writing, we’ve received sixteen 
videos from Edmonton, Medicine Hat, Lloydminster, Sherwood Park and 
Spruce Grove!  From a support group to members of various programs 
to PA Staff members and individuals, people are sharing their #WhyIWalk 
videos with us to help promote and raise awareness for our Step ‘n 
Stride!  We’d love to hear your reason(s) today, so don’t be shy share your 
thoughts, poems or creative process with us today!  Get more details or 
watch videos at www.parkinsonalberta.ca/whyiwalk

Participating in the 2014 Parkinson Step ‘n Stride marked a great personal achievement in my life.  Due 
to a car accident that impaired my walking and in addition to my Parkinson’s symptoms affecting my 
mobility and balance, being able to walk across the finish line demonstrated that I am still capable of 
achieving my goals.

Having my family and friends there to attend the event reminded me of the importance of community 
support and encouragement when facing Parkinson disease. Although living with Parkinson’s can be 
difficult, the 2014 Parkinson Step ‘n Stride helped reinforce the necessity of perseverance, determination 
and hope when managing this disease. Continuing to bring the Parkinson’s community together as 
well as raising funds brings us closer to finding a cure in the future.

#WHYIWALK

By: Tillie Gustafson
(2014 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride Top Individual Walker)

TEAM ALBERTA
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 » PD & Walking programs are taking place all summer long in Edmonton (Mondays), Sherwood Park (Tuesdays), 
Lloydminster and Camrose (Wednesdays), and Spruce Grove (Thursdays). Call PA Edmonton (780-425-6400) or 
Lloydminster (780-808-5006) or visit www.parkinsonalberta.ca/in-your-region to find out more.

 » PA Medicine Hat Office is hosting one of our summer favorites…a Picnic in the Park on Tuesday, August 11 at the 
Kin Coulee Park Bandstand area from 11:30AM–1:30PM.  Pack a picnic lunch for you and your family and join us for a 
fun afternoon of friendship and camaraderie!  Call 403-526-5521 to let us know if you will attend or if you have any 
questions.

 » PA Edmonton will host a summer support group for any who wish to attend.  The group will take place Wednesday, 
August 12 from 6:30-8:00PM at the Office (102, 11748 Kingsway).  Call 780-425-6400 if you have any questions or 
require further information.

 » PA Calgary Office, in conjunction with the Calgary Jewish Community Centre, will offer an 8-week PWR! Moves 
program starting on August 17.  The cost is $224/person.  For more information or to register please contact the 
Office at 403-243-9901.

NEWS + UPDATES

NEWS
+ updates

Providing Hope Through the Power of Knowledge
With a 40+ year history of Parkinson disease (PD) support services, programming and events in Alberta; collecting 
resources, documenting events and building a wealth of valuable information to share is a priority for Parkinson 
Alberta (PA).   Each of our six PA Offices has a resource collection accessible to any who wish to utilize this offering.  
We also offer a PD Resources & Information section on our website, so that regardless of where you live in the 
province, you have access to quality information.

This year a priority for Parkinson Alberta is to catalogue existing resources and expand our current offerings to include 
not only printed materials, but audio visual resources, and digital media as well.  Though we are still working out the 
details, our goal is to make all items available to any interested Albertans.  At this time, we are asking for assistance in 
this endeavour, if you have items that you would like to donate to Parkinson Alberta:

• materials (books, printed resources) of interest

• photos or newspaper articles of past Parkinson Alberta events

• CDs or DVDs on PD-related topics or events

or have knowledge of the whereabouts of items chronicling the past and present of Parkinson Alberta or ideas for 
items to be acquired please email communications@parkinsonalberta.ca
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AT A GLANCE

SUPPORT GROUPS
Please note that support groups run from September through June unless otherwise indicated.

ALBERTA 1-800-561-1911 (toll-free)

TELE-SUPPORT GROUP

3rd Thursday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am Advance registration is required to receive call-in 
instructions & a passcode; call the above number.

CALGARY REGION Tanya Good/Jennifer Synnott  403-243-9901

AIRDRIE

3rd Monday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am Cam Clark Ford – 1001 Highland Park Blvd

CALGARY

1st Monday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

1st Thursday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

2nd Monday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

3rd Monday of the month 
Care partners

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm PA Calgary Office – 102, 5636 Burbank Cres SE

4th Monday of the month 10:00 am –  11:30 am McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

4th Monday of the month
Young Onset

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

COCHRANE

2nd Thursday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am St. Andrew’s United Church – 128 – 1st St E

NANTON

4th Thursday of the month 10:00 am – 11:30 am St. Cecilia’s Catholic Church – 2308 – 19th St

EDMONTON REGION Chantel Churcher/Susan Skaret 780-425-6400

CAMROSE

1st Wednesday of the month 4:30 pm – 6:30 pm Fire Hall – Mt Pleasant Dr.

EDMONTON

1st Wednesday of the month 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Rutherford Heights – 949 Rutherford Rd

1st Thursday of the month 
Care partners

10:00 am – 12:00 pm PA Edmonton Office – 102, 11748 Kingsway

2nd Wednesday of the month 10:00 am – 12:00 pm PA Edmonton Office – 102, 11748 Kingsway

4th Wednesday in Oct, Jan & Apr 
Young Onset (under 50 years)

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm PA Edmonton Office – 102, 11748 Kingsway

SHERWOOD PARK

2nd Tuesday of the month 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Bethel Lutheran Church – 298 Bethel Dr

SPRUCE GROVE

4th Thursday of the month 6:30 pm – 8:30 pm Pioneer Centre – 301 Jesperson Ave

ST. ALBERT

3rd Tuesday of the month 1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Call for location or visit our website

WESTLOCK

Last Monday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Room 140, Provincial Bldg – 2, 10003 – 100th St
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GRANDE PRAIRIE REGION   Kristeva Dowling  780-882-6640

GRANDE PRAIRIE

2nd Tuesday of the month 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Wildrose Manor – 9358 – 70th Ave

3rd Monday of the month
Care partners

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm PA Grande Prairie Office – 103, 10901 – 100th St

LETHBRIDGE REGION Brian Treadwell 403-317-7710

LETHBRIDGE

1st Monday of the month 1:15 pm – 2:00 pm Columbia Assited Living – 785 Columbia Blvd

3rd Thursday of the month 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm Lethbridge Senior Citizens Org. – 500 – 11th St S

RAYMOND

3rd Tuesday of the month 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm Prairie Ridge Centre – 328 Broadway S

TABER

2nd Wednesday of the month 2:00pm – 3:00pm Taber Public Library – 5415 – 50 Ave

LLOYDMINSTER REGION Judy Hardes/Lauren Looy  780-808-5006

LLOYDMINSTER

4th Tuesday of the month 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Southridge Community Church – 5701 – 41 Street

WAINWRIGHT

2nd Tuesday of the month 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Provincial Building – 810 – 14th Ave

MEDICINE HAT REGION Beth Metcalf 403-526-5521

MEDICINE HAT

2nd Tuesday of the month
Care partners

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

2nd Wednesday of the month
Men with PD

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

3rd Wednesday of the month
Women with PD

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

4th Tuesday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Kinplex Social Room – 2055 – 21st Ave SE

RED DEER REGION Moira Cairns/Marilynne Herron 403-346-4463

CASTOR

Sept 22 & Dec 1 1:30 pm – 3:00 pm Paintearth Lodge – 4501 – 55 Ave

INNISFAIL

1st Wednesday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Church of the Nazarene – 4904 – 48 St

LACOMBE

4th Wednesday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Wolf Creek Community Church – 4110 Hwy 12

OLDS

2nd Wednesday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Sunrise Village – 5600 Sunrise Cres

RED DEER

3rd Wednesday of the month 1:30 pm – 3:30 pm Davenport Church of Christ – 68 Donlevy St

THREE HILLS

Oct 6 & Dec 8 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm Community Drop In Centre

SUPPORT GROUPS
Please note that support groups run from September through June unless otherwise indicated.

AT A GLANCE
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MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM

Please fill out and mail to PA Calgary Head Office (see below).

Personal Information

 Mr.  Mrs.  Ms.  Miss  Dr. 

First Name:      Last Name:       

Address:             

City:       Prov:     Postal:    

Phone:       Email:        

 Person Living with PD  Spouse/Partner has PD  Family Member/Friend  Professional Health Provider 

 I would like to learn more about volunteering 

 I would like to receive email communications from Parkinson Alberta (including e-newsletter, updates & information)

Membership

Membership is $25 annually and runs from January 1 to December 31.

 I wish to BECOME a Member  I wish to RENEW my Membership

Donation

Donations of $20 and up will be receipted.

 I wish to make a DONATION in the amount of: $        

 In Memory of        In Honor of      

Please send notification of this gift to (name and address):       

              

Payment

 Enclosed please find my cheque (made payable to Parkinson Alberta) or cash for $                   

Please bill my:  Visa  Mastercard  American Express

Name on Card:             

Card Number:           Expiry:   

102, 5636 Burbank Cres SE 
Calgary, Alberta   T2H 1Z6
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LAST LOOK

The long, sunny summer days are often more hectic 
than we think -- trips to see family and friends, or 
to the lake, camping, festivals and such keep us all 

on the move. As we countdown the weeks and days until 
2015 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride, we offer this handy 
step-by-step guide to help make pledging an individual or 
team an easy task!

1. Enter www.parkinsonalberta.ca/stepnstride in to 
your web browser.

2. Scroll down until you see the section titled Pledge 
a Team or Individual and click on the blue button that 
reads “Pledge a Team/Individual Now”.

3. There are two tabs on this page “Individual Search” 
and “Team Search” – click on the tab you desire to search 
for either the individual or team you wish to pledge.

4. All Individuals/Teams are listed in alphabetical order, 
page through until you find the individual/team you 
wish to pledge and click on their name.

5. On the right hand side of the screen you will see a 
black box that contains a blue Donate Now button, click 
it to begin making your pledge.

6. Fill in your personal and payment information as 
indicated.

**Please note:  Should you receive an error regarding 
your Card Security Number (3 digit security code) 
during the pledge process, please know that this is not 
an error with Parkinson Alberta’s site; the issue is most 
likely being caused by an outdated browser.  Please try 
updating your browser to the most current version of 
Google Chrome, Firefox or Internet Explorer.   If you find 
you are still experience difficulties, please call us toll-free 
at 1-800-561-1911.

7. Click the blue Continue button at the bottom of the 
page to complete the pledge.

8. Your charitable tax receipt will be sent to the email 
address you provided. 

Don't forget to use the hashtags  
#StepNStride and #WhyIWalk when posting on 

Twitter, Facebook or Instagram

Last Look
STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO PLEDGING FOR STEP ‘N STRIDE

Thank you for donating to
2015 Flexxaire Parkinson Step ‘n Stride

Like us on Follow us on Share a 
Moment 

with

Facebook.com/ 
ParkinsonAlbertaSociety @ParkinsonAB

instagram.com/
parkinsonalberta



Would you like to see your company 
ad in the Parkinson Pulse?

Advertising rates and opportunities
are available.

Contact: 
Brandi La Bonte 
communications@parkinsonalberta.ca 
780-425-6400 ext 225

insonalberta.ca 
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Current Support 
Group and 

program listings 
are available online

www.parkinsonalberta.ca/in-your-region

Support Groups & Programs return this fall
Our PD & the Arts, PD & Education, PD & Movement, and PD & Social 
programming is all designed to help people living with and affected by 

Parkinson's lead a healthy and active life! 

Saturday, August 29
Registration – 9:00AM

Location:  Edmonton Gun Club
Cost: $125/shooter and includes 100 targets,

12 gauge ammo & dinner.

For more information or to register visit
www.edmontongunclub.com

Aim for a good time at the
5th Annual Shoot For Parkinson’s



Calgary
Saturday, September 12
North Glenmore Park

Camrose
Sunday, September 13
Mirror Lake

Cochrane
Sunday, September 13
Cochrane Ranche Parking Lot

Edmonton
Saturday, September 12
Rundle Park, ACT Centre

Grande Prairie
Saturday, September 12
Muskoseepi Park

Lethbridge
Saturday, September 12
Indian Battle Park

Lloydminster
Saturday, September 12
Bud Miller Park

Medicine Hat
Sunday, September 13
Police Point Park

Red Deer
Saturday, September 12
Golden Circle

For more information or to register visit: 

www.parkinsonalberta.ca/stepnstride or call 1-800-561-1911

Step Forward to Make a Difference
in Parkinson Disease
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